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I. Introduction 
 A.   Transition from last week 
  1.   Righteousness of the Pharisees = Don't murder anybody and don't have elicit sex. 
  2.   Righteousness exceeding the Pharisees = a pure heart; a heart defined by God's 

debt of love, not by anger and lust 
 B.   Crimes of Passion 
  1.   Origins: US congressman Daniel Sickles in 1859 after killing his wife's lover, Philip 

Barton Key 
  2.   Adultery and murder are the conjoined twins involved with crimes of passion. 
  3.   The starting point of these "crimes" are in the human heart as seeds of anger and 

lust. 
*We may think well of ourselves because of the outward behavior we have avoided. These 
thoughts are deceptive because they are rooted in pride. In humility, Jesus is calling us to 
recognize that our inward thoughts and passions are just as significant. 
*Jesus is teaching that the responsibility to be in right relationship with others rests on us to 
seek out those we know have something against us and to keep our thoughts about others 
controlled - whether they are thoughts to harm them or use them. 
II. The Foundation - Matthew 5:3-11 
 A.   Appetites  
  1.   We all have appetites - love, justice, stuff, food, maybe even destruction 
  2.   Appetites are not inherently wrong, but are always destructive when not   

under control (love/obsession; justice; vengeance; stuff/addiction; food/gluttony or 
body harm) 

  3.   Matthew 5:6 - choose your appetite you will feed 
 B.   Anger and lust are the pursuits of the heart that will feed our destructive appetites. 
  1.   Pursuits of the heart will eventually result in behavior. 
  2.   Examples 
   a.   Anger - does not always end in murder, but it will always result in devaluing the 

core identity of one who is created in the image of God and is deeply loved by 
God. 

   b.   Lust - does not always end in adultery, but it will always result in viewing others 
as objects to be used rather than image bearers who are first and foremost 
loved by God Himself. (“Get me a piece of that …") 

III. Anger and lust according to Jesus 
 A.   Anger  
  1.   V21-22 
   a.   God's intent was a holy law of the heart that got reduced to a mere criminal 

statute. 
   b.   Jesus says that this was always God's heart! 
*We live in a country of anger and that appetite is eating at the Golden Corral of anger 
   c.   Fool - language and words reflecting contempt for another; Jesus called some 

fools; the spirit/intent of the heart is in view. 



   d.   Hell fire - valley of the Son of Hinnom; Jews fell into idolatry -  sacrificing 
children to Molech; Josiah destroyed the altar; Jewish writers say a fire was kept burning there 
to consume all impurities. 
  2.   V23-24 
   a.   If you know you have devalued another; have growing anger in your heart; or 

you have done something to cause offense … 
   b.   Go make it right as far as it depends on you 
   c.   God cannot accept worship that originates from a heart consumed with willful 

and self-justified anger. 
  3.   V25-26 = the position of humility; the anger and offense diffuser 
 B.   Lust 
  1.   V27-28  
   a.   Not only applied to the married 
   b.   Jesus’ application - all forms of sexual impurity from anyone toward anyone else 

(present or in the mind) 
*business downtown - lustraunt  
  2.   V29-30 
   a.   The eye and hand are the utensils of lust (the fork and spoon) to feed the love 

appetite out of control 
   b.   Looks at - Not a glance but a stare with the purpose of feeding our inner 

appetite as a substitute for the act; not accidental, but planned and fed 
   c.   Jesus point: You are the active agent in creating a context of purity. 
    1)  Rarely do we "fall" into sexual sin, but rather we “peek" and then "make our 

bed" to lie in that sin. 
    2)  The heart is at the core of lust - not the eyes and hands. 
IV. Transformation of the Heart 
 A.   Seeds of uncontrolled appetite 
  1.   Anger and lust 
   a.   Destroy self/others rather than builds up  
   b.   Take prisoners rather than brings freedom 
   c.   Rob us of our fellowship with God and others 
   d.   Devalue others and deny the core identity of every human being 
  2.   Desire and deed are not identical but they are complementary. 
   a.   Appetite leads to action. 
   b.   Mere avoidance of murder and adultery does not deal with the root of the 

problem - the heart. 
 B.   So then, what do I do? 
  1.   Humility 
   a.   Emptying out (Matthew 5:3-5) 
   b.   Cultivating your appetite for righteousness - Jesus 
   c.   Allowing God to fill and satisfy 
  2.   Forgiveness 
   a.   The future is opened because Christ forgave all your sin and took away all your 

guilt and condemnation that should justly come down on you. 
   b.   The wrongs towards me (unfulfilled appetite) are not nearly the magnitude of 

my wrong toward God. 



   c.   God has treated me with mercy and now in my broken hopefulness about the 
future, I can be emptied out so He can fill me up. 

  3.   Vulnerability 
   a.   Transparency with someone trusted - who will be honest, loving, and always 

direct you to your core. 
   b.   Willingness to listen and pursue the change 


